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This paper outlines specific variations in recombination
coefficients for charged particles (electrons and ions) and
how these variations affect the onset of saturation of
atmospheric pressure dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs).
By solving continuity equations for electrons and ions I, with
the application of dielectric dependent boundary conditions,
in conjunction with the Boltzmann equation, the effect of
different recombination processes was modeled numerically.
Incorporation of previously unconsidered atmospheric
reactions into the continuity equations make this model
unique for atmospheric air DBDs. The dependence of the
recombination processes on kinetic temperature, field drift
and autoionization were investigated and each pulse of the
applied AC electric field was considered up to a saturation
threshold2. Results show a strong dependence of the kinetic
temperature of electrons on the recombination coefficient and
it was additionally found that the plasma approached
saturation more quickly when autoionization was considered.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of electrons as they approach
saturation when autoionization is considered.
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Figure 1: Electron number density as saturation is
approached
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